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Welcome to Genome Diversity and Dynamics! 
How are scientists, doctors, and consum-

ers using big data to understand human 
health and the environment? Why are 

“omics” technologies key for understand-
ing biology in the 21st century, and how do 

they work? What skills and strategies 
will be needed to make sense of the 

millions of genomes being sequenced? 
During this course we’ll cover answers 

to these questions and more. 

IAS SARANSH UMALE
sumale@ucsd.edu

Center hall 115, MWF 11-11:50 PM

What this course will enable you to do:
LEARNING OUTCOMES aka LO’s
 By the END OF THE COURSE YOU’LL BE ABLE TO:

1. Explain how phenotype = genotype + 
environment + expression 

2. Compare and contrast extant genomes and 
connect to phenotypic differences 

3. Summarize ways genomes change at the 
molecular level and propose how evolution 
takes advantage of those changes

4 Recognize different levels of genome 
diversity: from within individuals to WITHIN 
communities

5. Relate scale of genomes and genomic data 
to familiar scales

6. Summarize omics technologies: how they 
work and what questions can they answer

7. Interpret omics data to draw conclusions 

8. Evaluate mainstream media reports of 
omics data 

9. Recognize unknowns in genomics

10. Value the power of genomics research 
to answer broadly relevant questions

Did you know UCSD HAS 
CORE SKILLS for all 

students To MASTER? 
Here are some of them.

Critical Thinking

Information Literacy

Written & Oral
Communication

Quantitative
Reasoning

understand the
correlation of 

structure, function 
and processes

understand 
heredity

Construct 
reasonable 
hypotheses 
to explain 
biological 
phenomena

Recognize the 
interactions 

between
biology and 

society

GOALS FOR 
ALL STUDENTS

use contemporary
biological research

techniques and quantitative 
approaches to analyze 

results

GOALS FOR 
BIO Majors

understand evolution and diversity

Michelle Lin
mil234@ucsd.edu

MITCHELL MUSKAT
mmuskat@ucsd.edu

Jeffrey Wang
jdw027@ucsd.edu
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Assessments and basis for final grade:

ASSIGNMENT             

In-class CLICKER QUESTIONS

Weekly Discussion section quizzes

Discussion section worksheets

Midterm Exam

Final Exam

% of Grade

15 %

20 %

15 %

20 %

30 %

LO’s Addressed

LO’s 1-7, 9-10

LO’s 1-7

LO’S 6-8

ALL

ALL

GRADING SCALE

97-100 A+  (4.0)
93-97.  A  (4.0)
90-93  A- (3.7)
87-90  B+ (3.3)
83-87  B (3.0)
80-83  B- (2.7)
77-80  C+ (2.3)
73-77  C (2.0)
70-73  c- (1.7)
60-70  D (1.0)
<60  f (0)

Materials needed to succeed:
A Clicker: there is no required textbook for this course, but you are required to have 
and bring to class an i>clicker That is registered via triton Ed. 

Canvas: assignments, Grades, and other course information will be posted on triton ed, 
so make sure you can access it. 

something to take notes with During Lecture: Lectures will be podcast, but 
research shows that pen & paper note-taking where you Organize, summarize and rephrase 
key ideas is one of the best strategies to help you learn new information. 

(Optional) A smartphone or laptop for discussion section: sometimes 
we’ll be using online resources in section. web-enabled tablets will be available for 
every group of 5-6 students, but you are welcome to bring and use your own device.  

Regrade
requests:

WE All make Mistakes. If you think your quiz, Homework, worksheet, or 
Exam was Graded in Error, submit a request by email to Dr. Petrie within 
7 days of receiving your grade. include a written description of the 
error, Including which question you are concerned about and why you 
think the grade is mistaken. No in-person requests will be consid-
ered. The regrade option is to safeguard you from genuine mistakes in 
grading; there is no guarantee you score will go up. 

How WILL YOU
demonstrate that
you accomplished

the 10 Lo’s?
No bell curve: 
you won’t be

competing 
against

each other!.
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In-Class work: How to succeed

Weekly Discussion section quiz-
zes (20% of grade)
At the end of most sections, There will 
be a brief quiz where you Recall, explain, 
or apply concepts from the prior week 
(see schedule for exact dates covered).

These quizzes are a chance for you to 
practice Genomic thinking. you will be 
allowed to bring a Half-sheet of Stan-
dard printer paper (8.5 x 5.5 inches) Con-
taining any notes you like on one side. 
Summarizing and paraphrasing your notes 
from class, or drawing diagrams of tech-
niques we covered, is a good place to 
start. 

DAILY Clicker Questions (15% of grade)
 In Every Lecture, Clicker questions Will challenge you to apply what you’ve just learned. 
Some Questions will be Open-ended discussion questions or surveys, and some will have a 
correct answer. The type of question will be clearly marked AS ‘Participation’ or ‘Perfor-
mance.’ Every day you will have the opportunity to earn:

     2 participation points (Submit answer to 75% of ALL questions for 2 Pts, else Get 0)
     2 Performance Points (Get 1 pt for every Correctly answered performance question)

There are usually more than 2 Performance questions per class, so even if you get some 
wrong you may still get full points. Check often to make sure your clickers are being 
recorded. 

Weekly DISCUSSION SECTION WORKSHEETS (15% of Grade)
During discussion sections, you’ll be working as a group to solve
puzzles and problems relating to genomics data. 

There will be a worksheet that every person must complete using 
their own words. these will be graded individually, but you will 
often need to work as a group to get all of the answers. 

You should be able to finish the worksheet by the end of discus-
sion section, but Will have 48 hours to put finishing touches on it.

There won’t Be
Any Make-UP Work
if you miss class. 
But Don’t Worry....

If Health or 
family emergencies
result in Having to
 miss More than The
Allowed drops, see
Dr. Petrie to discuss
The possibility of an 

“Incomplete”. Per UCSD
Policy, You must Be
in good standing
before class is

missed to be 
eligible.  

If You miss Lecture, or if your clicker
is having technical difficulties, you may Not
make up the questions. However we’ll drop 

your lowest 6 clicker days.

If you miss discussion section, you may 
not make up the quiz or worksheet, but 
we’ll drop your 3 lowest quizzes and 

your lowest worksheet. 

If you miss the midterm, your final will be 
worth a bigger % of your grade to make up 
the difference. If you miss the final, You 

may be eligible for an incomplete.

Use these drops wisely: It’s better to 
save them for the unexpected, like when
you are sick or your clicker batteries die.
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Inclusivity:

Academic integrity:

We’re working to improve your educational experience:

Everyone will come to this course with 
different backgrounds, knowledge, and 

perspectives. We want to create a 
classroom culture that respects and 
revels in this human diversity. If you 

have any concerns related to inclusivi-
ty or feel your identities (Race, Gender, 
sexuality, religion, ability, etc) are not 

being honored, please let us know! 
Accommodations can be made for stu-
dents with a letter from the OSd. 
For more information on campus & com-

munity resources, check canvas  

An Inclusive environment is one where 
everyone has an equal opportunity to 
succeed. Academic dishonesty (Includ-
ing, but not limited to: Cheating, plagia-
rizing, answering with someone else’s 

clicker) fractures The playing field, by 
giving  some students an unfair advan-

tage. Assignments will be monitored via 
Turn-it-in, and students found to have 
committed academic dishonesty will be 

referred to the UCSD academic integrity 
Office and may receive a failing grade 

for the course. 

Did you know
that you can
be part of a

Research study
 in this class? 

No! Not Like that! Instead, 
during This class, I’ll be working 
to figure out the Most Effective 
teaching methods for your learn-
ing. This Means you might do sur-
veys and provide feedback.  For 

more information, please read the 
‘must read’ section on canvas. 

If you would like to request a letter of recommendation from me, 
please submit your request VIA email, and I’ll get back to you with some 
additional information that I will need from you before I can agree.  

REference requests
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Course schedule (Tentative):

week 0/1. The 1st level of diversity: How do we ID and 
describe genomes?
(DI) No section meetings WEek 0 or Week 1!
 F- 9/27 Introduction to genomes and course
 M - 9/30 Old-School Genome sequencing
 W - 10/2 Next-gen genome sequencing 1 (Illumina)
 F - 10/4 Next-gen genome sequencing 2 (Assembly)

week 2. How do we figure out what the parts of genome 
do?
(DI) QUIZ (9/27-10/4), Assembly activity
 M - 10/7 Next-gen genome sequencing 3 (Scaffolding)
 W - 10/9 Genome annotation 
 F - 10/11 Comparative genomics 1

week 3. Extant genome diversity (species, populations)

(DI) Quiz (10/7-10/11), annotation activity
 M - 10/14 comparative genomics 2
 W - 10/16 Measuring differences and building trees
 F - 10/18 diversity within a population, resequencing

week 4. Extant genome diversity (populations, communities)
 
(DI) Quiz (10/14-10/18), tree activity
 M - 10/21 effect of differences within a population
 W - 10/23 Population diversity and conservation bio
 F - 10/25 Metagenomics: 16S and Whole-Genome

week 5. Extant Genome Diversity (communities)

(DI) (no quiz), Optional ‘office-hours’ section
 M - 10/28 review for midterm
 W - 10/30 In-class midterm!
 F - 11/1 Metagenomes in the environment & health 

Genome
Diversity
In Space

Introduction

Genome 
diversity 

among things 
that are alive 

In the bio-
sphere today.

midterm!

fall

‘19
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week 6. Genome Dynamics over short time scales

(DI)  (no quiz) GWAS activity 
 M - 11/4 Plastic responses and RNA-seq 1
 W - 11/6 plastic responses and rna-seq 2
 F - 11/8 development & regulatory cascades

week 7. Genome Dynamics over short time scales

(DI) Quiz (11/1-11/8) Metagenomics activity
 M - 11/11 NO CLASS - UCSD HOLIDAY
 W - 11/13 stem cells, differentiation
 F - 11/15 proteomics

week 8. Genome Dynamics over long time scales

(DI) Quiz (11/13-11/15), rna-seq activity
 M - 11/18 mechanisms of genome evolution
 W - 11/20 Examples of genome evolution 1
 F - 11/22  Examples of genome evolution 2

week 9. Genome Dynamics over long time scales

(DI) No section meetings this week! 
 M - 11/25 examples of genome evolution 3
 W - 11/27 No class today - Happy thanksgiving!
 F - 11/29 No class today - UCSD HOLIDAY

week 10. Genome Dynamics over long time scales

(DI) quiz (11/18-11/25), genome evolution activity
 M - 12/2 the evolution of cancer 1
 W - 12/4 the evolution of cancer 2
 F - 12/6 Review for final

Genome
Diversity
In Time

Short-term 
Dynamics:

changes in the
“expressed”

Genome

Course schedule (Tentative):

Long-term
Dynamics:

Changes in the
Genotype

itself

Final exam: Tuesday, dec 10th, 
11:30AM - 2:30 PM

Final!

fall
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